Materials for EARLY HEAD START Classrooms

Infants & toddlers • early childhood • kindergarten • early elementary • special education

phone (800) 778-4456 • fax (800) 537-5403 • online lakeshorelearning.com
Respectful of the unique nature of early child development, we have filled this catalog with safe, innovative materials that support the physical, social/emotional, and cognitive needs of children aged 0 to 3. Designed to help you foster a positive learning environment, each item has been selected to meet the needs of children and caregivers alike.

From child-sized, child-friendly furniture to materials that promote the acquisition of essential skills, you’ll find hundreds of outstanding products to help make your Early Head Start program the very best it can be. In addition, we have included a number of different items to help you reach the goal of facilitating smooth transitions to from Early Head Start programs to Head Start programs!

**What else can you expect from Lakeshore?**

- Materials Always in Stock
- Fast, Dependable Shipping
- Learning Materials You Won’t Find Anywhere Else
- No-Hassle Return Policy
- Lifetime Warranty on Standard Furniture Lines
- GREENGUARD® Certified Furniture*
- Products Tested & Certified for Safety

*This certification is recognized by the LEED® Building Rating System, helping you improve the quality of indoor air and earn LEED® points.
Customize your classroom
with our FREE Online Classroom Designer

1. Go to LakeshoreLearning.com! Click “free resources,” then
click “classroom designer.”
2. Click “create new room” and enter your room’s dimensions.
3. Select from thousands of different items designed specifically for
infant & toddler programs!

Ordering Information

order by phone
(800) 778-4456

order by fax
(800) 537-5403

order online
lakeshorelearning.com
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LAKESHORE SAFETY KEY

Some items in our catalog have important safety notices. To
find them, just look for the number keys below, which are
located with the product descriptions.

1 △ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts.
   Not for children under 3 yrs.

2 △ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — This toy is or
   contains a small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.

3 △ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — This toy is or
   contains a marble. Not for children under 3 yrs.
Materials for Early Head Start Classrooms

Social-Emotional Development

**CS922 • LOOK-AT-ME MIRROR CENTER**
It’s more fun than ever for babies to discover their reflections...with a fascinating mirror center that lets them view themselves from 5 different angles! Our dense foam, vinyl-covered center has a fun, fold-out design that sets up anywhere...inviting babies to crawl right up—and discover themselves again and again. It even folds up into a compact, 5-sided center—for crawl-around fun! Mirrors are made of safe, shatterproof acrylic; center is 60” wide when fully opened.

129.00

**HH648 • STEP ON UP! TODDLER CHANGING TABLE**
Our state-of-the-art table lets tots step right up, so you never have to lift them! Hardwood unit has sturdy stairs that you pull out of the unit with your hand or foot, and tuck away safely behind a door. Stairs glide easily on runners and lock in place for security. The table also has a belt, plus sides that are 6” above the changing surface for maximum safety and 2 built-in storage shelves behind the sliding cabinet doors. The unit even has safety latches for added security! Changing surface is easy-clean melamine; with a thick, wipe-clean vinyl mat and paper roll. Stairs hold up to 75 pounds. Measures 43½” w x 25½” d x 38” h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty. Easy door assembly.

699.00

**LA469 • SHATTERPROOF SAFETY MIRRORS - SET OF 12**
Plastic, 3” x 4” mirrors are classroom-safe and shatterproof. Perfect for experimenting with light.

19.95

**FS987 • EASY-GRIP FORKS & SPOONS**
2 spoons & 2 kid-safe forks have easy-to-hold rubber handles. Dishwasher-safe; each is 5½”. In assorted colors. BPA-free.

4.95

**RA319 • BEST BEHAVIOR BOARD BOOK COLLECTION**
Simple words and charming illustrations make it easy for even young children to understand the benefits of good behavior—from staying healthy and respecting others to learning positive ways to cope with their feelings! Set includes 6 board books; each book comes complete with helpful tips for parents and caregivers.

47.50

**RA122 • TIME TO LEARN BOARD BOOK COLLECTION**
Ease daily transitions and routines with engaging storybooks that give tots the tools they need to become happy nappers, good listeners & more! 6 board books feature rhythmic language and delightful illustrations to help little ones learn how to listen, share, clean up and more. Plus, each book includes practical ideas for parents and caregivers.

47.50
**For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.**
Materials for Early Head Start Classrooms
Social-Emotional Development

**FF854 • SOFT & SAFE COMMUNITY HELPERS**  Introduce little ones to important people in their community—with our soft & safe play figures! The extra-chubby figures are made of super-squeezable plastic that’s easy to grab & hold…and they stimulate community awareness as children play. Set of 5; each is approximately 7".  29.95

**RE481 • ME & MY FAMILY BOARD BOOK LIBRARY**  From farms to families, our inviting libraries introduce toddlers to basic early childhood themes—at just the right level! Library includes 5 sturdy board books specially selected to reinforce each theme…with simple text, playful verses & eye-catching graphics that are sure to make the books instant favorites with little ones!  37.50

**LC1456 • FAMILIES POSTER PACK**  From single parents to multigenerational households, our color posters give children a look at all kinds of families! 20 posters feature photos of families from a variety of ethnic backgrounds…plus a guide with activities.  11" x 16".  29.95

**FB457 • FAMILIES BOOK SET**  Children explore the roles played by each family member, from mothers & grandfathers to family pets! 10 paperback books, each 24 pp.  59.50

**LL680X • TODDLER CAREER COSTUME SET**  Even little ones can be doctors, firefighters, chefs & more…with realistic costumes designed just for them! Each is made of machine-washable fabric or wipe-clean vinyl…and comes with a hat & accessory— from a stethoscope to an oven mitt. Plus, all 6 outfits have a simple pullover design with hook & loop closures on the side, so tots can dress themselves! Each fits ages 18 months to 3 years.  169.00

**LL683 • Firefighter**  Our wipe-clean vinyl firefighter’s costume comes with a vinyl helmet and pretend fire extinguisher.  29.95

**LL685 • Doctor**  Realistic-looking, machine-washable scrubs come with a vinyl headband and stethoscope.  29.95

**LL687 • Construction Worker**  Washable vest comes complete with a hat and a soft vinyl hammer.  29.95

**LL682 • Police Officer**  Our super-realistic police costume includes an authentic-looking badge and a tot-sized hat.  29.95

**LL686 • Chef**  Comes with a slip-on fabric apron, a chef’s hat and oven mitt—all completely machine-washable.  29.95

**LL684 • Mail Carrier**  Our postal carrier vest and mailbag are both machine-washable; with a vinyl hat.  29.95
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Secure Environments

**HH789 • SEE-THROUGH ROOM DIVIDER**  
With a heavy-duty, tip-resistant frame & a handy see-through design, our room divider is the perfect fit for any infant or toddler classroom! The smooth wooden frame features a big, no-slip base...plus a shatterproof acrylic panel that allows you to maintain visual contact with children—no matter where they are! Measures 49"w x 14"d x 40"h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty. Assembly required.  

279.00

**GA194 • HANDS-FREE SAFETY GATE**  
Easy access for busy caregivers...super-secure protection for curious toddlers! Our innovative safety gate is completely hands-free—just step on the foot pedal and push the gate open with your knee. And when you want the gate closed, swing it back...and it locks all by itself! Plus, the gate can be opened in either direction, so it couldn’t be more convenient. Pressure-mounted metal gate is easy to install and fits openings 29" to 34" wide; measures 32" tall.  

69.95

**GA195 • Extension for Hands-Free Gate**  
Extend our safety gate to fit wider doorways! Add one 5" extension for doorways 34"-39", or add a second extension for doorways up to 44".  

19.95

**CREATE-A-SPACE PANELS**  
Give little ones a safe and inviting place to play—while keeping them in easy view & easy reach! Our centers feature big, rounded plastic pieces that easily fit together to form stable, fully contained play areas—with super-fun shapes for toddlers to explore and peekaboo holes for tots to look through. There are even handles on top for extra-easy setup & convenient transport!  

**CS200 • Large Space Panel Set**  
16 pieces form an area that’s over 56 square feet. 90"w x 90"d x 23"h as shown.  

299.00

**CS205 • Small Space Panel Set**  
8 pieces create a 45"w x 45"d x 23"h playspace.  

159.00

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.*
Feeding

**TS128 • SOFT-TIP INFANT SPOONS**  6 dishwasher-safe, plastic spoons feature extra-soft tips to protect gums! In 6 colors; each is 6½" long.  BPA-free.  **5.95**

**WA226 • WASHABLE TERRY CLOTH BIBS**  Our reversible bibs have a waterproof lining to keep clothing dry! Ten 10" bibs with hook & loop closures.  BPA-free.  **19.95**

**EA807 • EASY-CLEAN POCKET BIBS**  A pocket on bottom catches all the mess! Five 12½" bibs in five assorted designs, each with a hook & loop closure.  BPA-free.  **19.95**

**FS987 • EASY-GRIP FORKS & SPOONS**  2 spoons & 2 kid-safe forks have easy-to-hold rubber handles. Dishwasher-safe; each is 5 ⅞". In assorted colors.  BPA-free.  **4.95**

**FF905 • PLATES**  Super-tough plates sized right for little ones! 5 dishwasher-safe, 7 ¼" plastic plates in 5 colors.  BPA-free.  **6.95**

**FF906 • BOWLS**  5 tough plastic bowls in 5 colors—all sized to match toddlers' appetites! Dishwasher-safe; each is 5 ¼".  BPA-free.  **5.95**

**CS246 • SIPPY CUPS**  Dishwasher-safe, 5" plastic cups have spill-proof valves. Four 6-oz. cups in 4 assorted designs.  BPA-free.  **14.95**

**Data on page:**

**AA709 • 9" Transition Chair**  Seat measures 9¼"w x 9"h.  **89.00**

**AA712 • 12" Transition Chair**  Seat measures 9¾"w x 12"h.  **95.00**

**RR840 • Easy-Clean Snap-On Tray**  This handy, wipe-clean tray turns our Transition Chairs below into tot-friendly highchairs! The plastic tray has a deep lip to catch spills, and it adjusts for toddlers of all sizes. Just snap it onto our chairs below…and create a super-secure highchair! Measures 22½".  BPA-free.  **69.95**

**AA706 • INFANT-TODDLER TRANSITION TABLE**  An ingenious way to transition tots from highchairs to tables! Unique table has 4 curved cutouts modeled just like a highchair tray—so little ones can sit up close for snack time or playtime. Hardwood table has a laminated surface for easy cleanups and seats up to 4 children. 36"w x 36"d; height adjusts from 14 ½" to 16" to 19".  GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty.  Assembled.  **279.00**

**Portable cooler holds 2 bottles!**

**Order by phone (800) 778-4456 • Order by fax (800) 537-5403 • Order online www.lakeshorelearning.com**
For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.

**LA646 • CHANGING STATION WALL UNIT**  
Our super-strong hardwood unit stores supplies away from small hands, but within easy reach of caregivers! Laminated birch wall unit has 8 cubbies, plus 3 storage compartments underneath. Removable dividers let you create storage space that’s any size. Easy-to-mount unit has solid wood backing; with hardware for hanging. 48"w x 9 1/2"d x 22"h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled.  **199.00**

**HH648 • STEP ON UP! TODDLER CHANGING TABLE**  
Our state-of-the-art table lets tots step right up, so you never have to lift them! Hardwood unit has sturdy stairs that you pull out of the unit with your hand or foot, and tuck away safely behind a door. Stairs glide easily on runners and lock in place for security. The table also has a belt, plus sides that are 6" above the changing surface for maximum safety and 2 built-in storage shelves behind the sliding cabinet doors. The unit even has safety latches for added security! Changing surface is easy-clean melamine; with a thick, wipe-clean vinyl mat and paper roll. Stairs hold up to 75 pounds. Measures 43 1/2"w x 25 1/2"d x 38"h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty. Easy door assembly.  **699.00**

**HH742 • EASY-CLIMB STEP STOOL**  
With our toddler-sized step stool, little ones can step right up to sinks, counters & more! 19 3/4"w x 21"d x 30"h hardwood unit features easy-grip handholds and deep, 10" stairs with no-skid treads—so tots can step safely up and down. Plus, there are 4 sturdy glides on bottom that elevate the unit above wet classroom floors. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled.  **179.00**

**LC814 • HANDY BAGS AND DISPENSER**  
Ideal for diapers, wet clothing & other messes! The wall-mount dispenser lets you tear off bags as you need them. Roll includes 1,500 plastic bags; each is 11" x 19". The sturdy steel dispenser measures 16" long.  **54.95**

**QJ578 • DISPOSABLE SANITARY GLOVES**  
Our strong, lightweight plastic gloves are a classroom essential! Box contains 100 sanitary gloves. (Not shown.)  **2.95**
### Naptime/Sleeping

**COTTON THERMAL BLANKETS**

Our soft, cozy thermal blankets are machine-washable, and made of 100% cotton. Each measures 30” x 40”.

- **GE202**
  - Each: $10.95
  - Dozen: $119.00

- **GE202Z**
  - Dozen: $119.00

**LAKESHORE EASY-STACK TODDLER COT**

Our sturdy, tip-proof cot is built classroom-tough and super-safe for toddlers! Durable, lightweight cot has a rugged polypropylene frame, with rounded corners & edges…plus a moisture-resistant, heat-sealed cover that easily wipes clean—and won’t tear or fray. Cot measures 43 1⁄2”w x 21 1⁄2”d x 4 1⁄4”h; the sleeping area measures 19” x 40”.

- **AA900**
  - Each: $49.95

- **AA905**
  - Lakeshore Easy-Stack Toddler Cot - Set of 5
    - Lifetime warranty.
    - Each: $239.00

- **AA910**
  - Each: $10.95

- **AA910Z**
  - Dozen: $119.00

**LAKESHORE EASY-STACK TODDLER COT WITH DRAWER**

Just like our heavy-duty hardwood crib above, only with a roomy, built-in drawer to keep blankets, sheets, toys and more right where you can reach them! Deep, 8” hardwood drawer glides in and out smoothly. Measures 39 3⁄4”w x 26 1⁄4”d x 40”h. Assembly required.

- **CS214**
  - Each: $399.00

**LAKESHORE TODDLER COT SHEET**

Cotton/poly blend; with elastic bands and hook & loop fastener for a snug fit. Machine-washable and dryer-safe.

- **ZB44**
  - Crib Sheet
    - Fitted, machine-washable crib sheet fits both of our safety cribs above. Cotton/polyester blend.
    - Each: $10.95

**HEAVY-DUTY SAFETY CRIB**

A super-safe, industrial-quality crib—with heavy-duty construction that will last for years & years! Rugged, fixed-side crib features stationary rails for maximum safety, plus 2 see-through end panels to keep little ones in view. Our smooth hardwood crib has locking casters and a thick, 3” vinyl-covered mattress. Measures 39 3⁄4”w x 26 1⁄4”d x 40”h. Assembly required.

- **CS213**
  - Each: $299.00

**HEAVY-DUTY SAFETY CRIB WITH DRAWER**

Just like our heavy-duty hardwood crib above, only with a roomy, built-in drawer to keep blankets, sheets, toys and more right where you can reach them! Deep, 8” hardwood drawer glides in and out smoothly. Measures 39 3⁄4”w x 26 1⁄4”d x 42”h. Assembly required.

- **CS214**
  - Each: $399.00

**BACKPATTER’S SEAT**

Finally—caregivers can sit comfortably on the floor! Our ingenious adjustable seat provides cushioned back support and is ideal for soothing tots at naptime, reading a story on the carpet & so much more. Just raise the back of the seat to a comfortable position—then lay it flat for storage! Removable microfiber cover is machine-washable; seat measures 22” wide.

- **BR302**
  - Each: $49.95

**CLASSROOM-SAFE GLIDER ROCKER**

Rock little ones’ cares away with a chair designed for maximum comfort, safety & durability! Hardwood chair glides on a covered base that keeps little fingers safe. Plus, the padded armrests each have a handy pouch for books or bottles. Best of all, the seat is 20 1⁄2” wide to accommodate caregivers of all sizes! The seat cover is machine-washable; the back cushion is surface-washable. Chair measures 42 1⁄4” tall. Assembly req.

- **GR205**
  - Each: $439.00

**LAKESHORE FIELD TRIP CHAIR**

This is the chair caregivers塑 want to use! Durable, lightweight chair features a durable hardwood frame with a covered base that keeps little fingers safe. Plus, the padded arm rests each have a handy pouch for books or bottles. Best of all, the seat is 20 1⁄2” wide to accommodate caregivers of all sizes! The seat cover is machine-washable; the back cushion is surface-washable. Chair measures 42 1⁄4” tall. Assembly req.

- **CR301**
  - Each: $169.00

**LAKESHORE SAFETY COT**

Our super-safe, industrial-quality crib—with heavy-duty construction that will last for years & years! Rugged, fixed-side crib features stationary rails for maximum safety, plus 2 see-through end panels to keep little ones in view. Our smooth hardwood crib has locking casters and a thick, 3” vinyl-covered mattress. Measures 39 3⁄4”w x 26 1⁄4”d x 40”h. Assembly required.

- **CS213**
  - Each: $299.00

**HEAVY-DUTY SAFETY CRIB**

A super-safe, industrial-quality crib—with heavy-duty construction that will last for years & years! Rugged, fixed-side crib features stationary rails for maximum safety, plus 2 see-through end panels to keep little ones in view. Our smooth hardwood crib has locking casters and a thick, 3” vinyl-covered mattress. Measures 39 3⁄4”w x 26 1⁄4”d x 40”h. Assembly required.

- **CS214**
  - Each: $399.00

**HEAVY-DUTY EVACUATION CRIB**

All the comfort & convenience of a standard crib…with the added strength and dependability to stand up to emergency evacuations! Our super-sturdy crib features a hardwood frame with 4 fixed sides for maximum safety…a solid steel base for stability…plus extra-tough, 4” casters that let you quickly and safely evacuate your nursery. Two of the casters even lock for added security. Measures 39 3⁄4”w x 26 1⁄4”d x 42”h crib has clear acrylic end panels & a thick, 3” vinyl-covered mattress. Assembly required.

- **CS217**
  - Each: $379.00

**HEAVY-DUTY SAFETY CRIB WITH DRAWER**

Just like our heavy-duty hardwood crib above, only with a roomy, built-in drawer to keep blankets, sheets, toys and more right where you can reach them! Deep, 8” hardwood drawer glides in and out smoothly. Measures 39 3⁄4”w x 26 1⁄4”d x 42”h. Assembly required.

- **CS214**
  - Each: $399.00

**Crib Sheet**

- **ZB44**
  - Crib Sheet
    - Each: $10.95

**LAKESHORE SAFETY COT SHEET**

Fitted, machine-washable crib sheet fits both of our cribs above. Cotton/polyester blend.

- **ZB44**
  - Crib Sheet
    - Each: $10.95
For an explanation of Lakeshore's “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
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**First Steps® Furniture**

---

**AA154 • SEE-THROUGH STORAGE CENTER**

Our see-through center helps keep toddlers in sight…and lets little ones access toys from either side! The hardwood center has a play-top surface with a round-edge cruising rail, plus 6 spacious compartments below that provide easy-reach, easy-view storage. The low-to-the-ground center even makes the perfect room divider for infant & toddler classrooms—keeping little ones visible at all times! Unit measures 46”w x 15 ¼”d x 22”h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled. **299.00**

---

**AA629 • CUBBIES & COATS STORAGE CENTER**

Our super-accessible center lets little ones hang up coats and backpacks all by themselves! It features storage space for up to 8 children, with 8 big cubbies on top that are roomy enough for diaper bags, blankets & more…plus 4 easy-access lockers below, all with rounded wooden pegs to keep children safe. The durable hardwood center measures a big 51 ⅝”w x 13 ¾”d x 49”h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled. **429.00**

---

**AA164 • SUPER-SAFE BASKETS STORAGE CENTER**

Store & organize toddler toys of all shapes & sizes—with a handy storage center that comes complete with child-safe baskets! 5 roomy baskets come in 2 different sizes…and each is made of smooth, flexible plastic—with no sharp edges to cause snags or scrapes. The baskets are even dishwasher-safe! Plus, the hardwood unit has an easy-grip cruising rail on top—helping tots maintain their balance and providing a self-contained play surface. Measures 41”w x 15 ¾”d x 22”h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled. **349.00**

---

**AA156 • LOCKING SUPPLY CABINET**

Keep all your supplies neatly tucked away—and safely out of children’s reach! Our hardwood locking cabinet has 8 big cubbies, plus swing-open doors with childproof latches that are easy for caregivers to open…but keep tots from getting in. There’s even room on the top to keep books & supplies in easy reach! Cabinet is 33”w x 18”d x 37”h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty. Assembled. **399.00**

---

**AA107 • SIGN-IN COMMUNICATION & CUBBY CENTER**

Our versatile cubby center is perfect for daily sign-ins, storing children’s supplies, communicating with parents & more! The extra-rugged hardwood unit has an angled tabletop that’s ideal for a sign-in book or to display important announcements. Plus, the 16 spacious cubbies are great for sending home forms & letters, storing shoes while inside care centers, and much more! 26”w x 16 ⅛”d x 37 ¼”h; includes locking casters. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled. **329.00**

---

*Childproof, locking latches!*
First Steps® Furniture

**AA483 • LOOK AT ME! STORAGE CENTER**
With easy-access storage on one side and a safe acrylic mirror on the other, this versatile hardwood center is ideal for curious tots! 3 big compartments keep toys at a level that’s easy for little ones to reach...and the shatterproof mirror is made of safe, nondistorting acrylic, so tots can explore their reflections. Plus, easy-grip edging lets toddlers pull themselves up...and keeps toys neatly contained on top! 37"w x 15 3⁄4"d x 22"h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled.

**AA268 • CHILD’S VIEW STORAGE CENTER**
Perfectly sized for little ones, our double-sided center features 3 big cubbies for storage...plus a protective display window that lets tots explore images right at eye level! Safe acrylic window makes it easy to change pictures in a flash—just unscrew the top & slip in posters, artwork, photos & more. Tip-proof hardwood center has easy-grip edging; 41"w x 15 3⁄4"d x 16 1⁄4"h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled. Bins not included. 299.00

**AA392 • DOUBLE-DUTY STORAGE CENTER**
This double-sided unit has lots of space for toys...and it’s safe enough for curious babies! The hardwood center has 5 roomy cubbies on both sides, with a cruising rail around the top for self-contained play. Plus, tots can use the rail to maintain balance & pull themselves up. Unit is 46"w x 20 1⁄2"d x 19 3⁄4"h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled. 399.00

**AA158 • PLAY-TOP STORAGE CENTER**
A space-saving storage center that lets tots help themselves to toys—and play with them right on top! Super-stable unit has 5 roomy compartments that neatly store and display tons of toys and supplies, plus an easy-grip edging that helps little ones stand and take steps. The self-contained tabletop even keeps objects from rolling over the edge! The hardwood center measures 46"w x 15 3⁄4"d x 19 3⁄4"h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled. 299.00
**FF696 • CRAWL THROUGH SENSORY SPACE**
Created especially for curious crawlers, our super-inviting playspace encourages little ones to come right in and explore tons of sights, sounds & textures! The dense foam, wipe-clean vinyl playspace features a spacious design, with extra-large doorways, an open top and a peekaboo window on the side. Once inside, little ones enjoy an exciting tactile experience—with appealing textures to touch, stuffed shapes to shake and rattle...even a safe, shatterproof mirror that lets them discover their reflections! Sensory space measures 36" w x 24" d x 24" h; includes a thick, comfy floor mat that attaches with hook & loop fastener.  

299.00

**PE384 • TOT TUNNEL CLIMBER**  
A tunnel to crawl through, a ramp to slide down...even graduated steps for climbing! Our versatile climber has colorful pieces that attach securely with hook & loop fastener, creating a super-safe play environment. Six pieces include a ramp, tunnel, two steps and two play pads—all made of dense foam and covered with durable, wipe-clean vinyl. We’ve even included a vinyl floor mat to put under the tunnel, so crawling children stay clean. Climber measures 72" w x 72" d x 20" h.  

399.00

**RR754 • WATERFALL CLIMBER**  
This colorful, cushiony climber lets tots crawl, climb, scoot and slide in an incredibly soft & safe environment. Designed to fit in any corner—so little ones won’t tumble off—it has easy-to-climb steps, a gently sloping ramp & even a padded landing area. 7 dense foam pieces fit securely together with hook & loop fastener, and each is covered with rugged, wipe-clean vinyl. Climber is 64" wide & extends 67" from the corner. Tallest piece is 18". 

399.00

**WR755 • SAFETY WALL MIRROR SET**  
Perfect for mounting at the top of our Waterfall Climber or in any classroom corner! 2 nondistorting mirrors are made of safe, shatterproof acrylic...and come with mounting hardware. Each is 23 3/4" x 23 3/4". 

99.00

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.*
CS922 • LOOK-AT-ME MIRROR CENTER
It’s more fun than ever for babies to discover their reflections...with a fascinating mirror center that lets them view themselves from 5 different angles! Our dense foam, vinyl-covered center has a fun, fold-out design that sets up anywhere...inviting babies to crawl right up—and discover themselves again and again. It even folds up into a compact, 5-sided center—for crawl-around fun! Mirrors are made of safe, shatterproof acrylic; center is 60” wide when fully opened. 129.00

EA409 • BIG BLOCKS
Now little ones can build big—with giant, incredibly lightweight blocks made just for them! 12 soft & safe foam blocks come in a variety of sizes, shapes & colors, each covered in wipe-clean vinyl that’s easy to clean—and easy to grip. Archway measures 36”w x 18”h. 249.00

GC322 • COLOR BLOCKS
ACTIVITY MAT
Our vibrant mat lets tots explore colors...as they crawl and play! The cushiony-thick, 1” mat features super-bright squares in 6 different colors...and the surface is made of rugged vinyl for years of use—and easy wipe-clean care. Mat measures 56” x 56”. 129.00

GC323 • Super-Safe Color Blocks
12 big, baby-safe blocks come in 6 bright colors coordinated to our mat above, so tots can practice color matching—as they stack & build! Soft foam with a durable vinyl cover; each measures 5¼”.

79.00

EA134 • EASY-CLEAN FLOOR MAT
Soft, safe and easy to clean, our durable floor mat is specially designed for little ones—from the tiniest babies to crawling, tumbling children! Perfect for playtime, naptime or for tots just learning to sit up, our comfy mat is 1” thick and made of rugged vinyl for super-easy, wipe-clean care. Plus, the 51½” x 51½” mat is double-sided—with stars on one side & a soothing, solid blue on the other. 119.00

EA235 • EASY-CLEAN FIRST CLIMBER
Our baby-safe climber is just the place for tots to crawl, climb & develop muscle control! It features 2 easy-climb steps and a gently sloping ramp that securely connect with hook & loop fastener, so they stay in place as little ones explore. Plus, the compact climber is made of extra-dense foam with a rugged vinyl cover that’s a breeze to wipe clean...and tough enough for years of muscle-building activity! Measures 40”w x 20”d x 10”h. 149.00
AG718 • PLAY & LEARN
ACTIVITY GYM Babies love to rest & play in our soft & cozy activity gym! It features an extra-large, padded playmat that crinkles & squeaks, plus 2 flexible arches that hold 5 fun toys for tots to grab, bat, rattle & spin. Babies can even tap the sun to hear an upbeat tune—and discover their reflections in the shatterproof mirror! Toys & mat are machine-washable. Gym is 35”w x 29”d x 17”h; collapses for storage. 3 button cell batt. not incl. **49.95**

BC793 • SOOTHING SOUNDS
BOUNCER SEAT Our cozy bouncer seat is designed to soothe & calm even the fussiest infants! It has a padded head support and 5-point safety harness, plus 2-speed vibration, 5 peaceful sounds and lullabies to help baby relax, a retractable canopy with 3 detachable soft toys for tots to squeeze & bat…even a built-in removable swaddling blanket. 24”w x 24”d x 23”h seat fits babies up to 18 lb.; cover & toys are machine-washable. 3 “AA” batteries not included. **69.95**

TW363 • MACHINE-WASHABLE
TUMMY TIME MAT Giving infants the recommended amount of tummy time just got easier—with a cozy mat that provides plenty of comfort & support! Simply lay babies on the attached pillow to prop them up on their tummy…so they can build the muscles & motor skills they’ll need for rolling over, sitting up and standing. Mat is 37” long; with a machine-washable cover. **59.95**

BC569 • MACHINE-WASHABLE
BOPPY PILLOW A support cushion and super-cozy cuddler—all in one! Our colorful pillow helps caregivers position babies during feeding times, and it doubles as a comfy spot for infants to relax. It’s even ideal for tummy time & supporting older babies who are learning to sit! Best of all, the pillow is completely machine-washable, so cleanup is a cinch. Measures 22” wide. **39.95**

PE921 • ACTIVITY HOLLOW Give little ones their very own place to relax or enjoy a good book! Our soft & safe Activity Hollow has an open, accessible design that keeps tots in easy view…plus contoured backrests & a cushiony-soft bottom for extra-comfortable seating. The center is made up of 7 foam pieces covered in rugged, wipe-clean vinyl—all securely connected with hook & loop fastener. Hollow is 65”w x 75”d x 14”h. **599.00**

‘For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.'
Soft Spaces

TS540X • GIANT COMFY PILLOWS - SET OF 4
Turn any spot in the classroom into a cozy place to relax...with jumbo pillows children can rest, lean or sit right on! Our cushy pillows have a liquid-resistant inner core filled with super-soft foam, plus a cotton/polyester cover that zips right off for machine-washing. Set of 4 pillows in 4 colors; each is 27” square. 249.00

TS541 • Giant Comfy Pillow - Each
Each is 27” square. Please specify color: green, yellow, blue or red. 64.95

DD370X • SOFT SEATS - SET OF 6
Our Soft Seats offer super-comfy seating right on the floor! Six roomy seats come in 6 kid-pleasing colors—all covered in wipe-clean vinyl for easy care, with cushiony-soft stuffing that makes them extra-comfortable. 49.95

DD371 • Soft Seat
Wipe-clean vinyl seat measures 15” in diameter. Specify color: blue, orange, green, yellow, red, purple. Each 9.95

TS189 • COMFY PILLOWS - SET OF 5
Just like our extra-soft Giant Comfy Pillows above—only smaller! These colorful pillows are made of super-squeezable foam...and each has a liquid-resistant inner core, plus a machine-washable cover. Set includes 5 pillows in the 5 colors shown; each measures 16”. 129.00

PE320 • CLIMB-AROUND PLAY CENTER
Perfect for little ones who are learning to crawl and climb, our appealing play area lets tots test their skills...in an incredibly soft & safe environment! Our colorful climber has 6 rising levels for toddlers to explore, plus a safe, enclosed playspace in the center. 7 foam pieces fit together securely with hook & loop fastener...and each is covered in classroom-tough vinyl that's a breeze to wipe clean. Center is 64 ½”w x 64 ½”d x 12 ½”h. 499.00
EASY-BUILD BRICKS  Easy to hold & easy to stack, these jumbo-sized bricks make building a breeze! The lightweight plastic bricks have a simple, interlocking design that lets children press them together effortlessly…and keeps them in place until children pull them apart. The bricks come in 5 colors and 2 sizes; large bricks measure 11 3⁄4”.

BR573 • Starter Set  Set of 28 plastic bricks.  (Shown.)  129.00
BR574 • School Set  Set of 60 plastic bricks.  249.00

GB619 • GIANT SOFT BUILDING BLOCKS  Children can build sky-high constructions…with jumbo-sized blocks that are soft, safe and wonderfully quiet! The giant, extra-thick foam pieces are lightweight and a cinch to grip, with precise edges for easy stacking. 32 blocks come in 9 shapes and 4 colors—all in a handy vinyl tote. Largest block is 11 3⁄4”.

BC301 • TABLETOP HARDWOOD BLOCKS - STARTER SET

RR794 • SOFT & SAFE BUILDING BLOCKS
Soft, safe, squeezable…and lots of fun to stack! Our vibrant, wipe-clean vinyl blocks come in tons of shapes, patterns and colors. We’ve even included 4 balls that jingle, shake, rattle, crinkle…and nest right inside the blocks! 26 pieces; cubes measure 4 1⁄2”.  49.95

DC177 • TUB OF CARS & TRUCKS
Our chunky, easy-grip vehicles are made of heavy-duty plastic, so they’re tough enough to withstand years and years of busy block play adventures! Our big set includes 25 smooth-rolling cars, trucks, wagons and more—all with rounded edges for safe play. Vehicles come in an easy-tote plastic tub. Cars measure 3 1⁄2” long.  49.95

BC302 • Tabletop Hardwood Blocks - Class Set
Giant set of 100 wooden blocks in the same 9 shapes and 5 colors as our set above.  29.95

‘For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.'
**Block Play**

**HH521 • STACK & NEST BIG BLOCKS**
Tots can stack our jumbo-sized blocks to build a tower that’s as big as they are...or nest them inside each other to explore size relationships! 5 wipe-clean vinyl blocks are soft, lightweight & super-safe for tots. 4”-10”. **49.95**

**EV360X • MAGNETIC VEHICLE SET**
Our chubby, easy-grip vehicles have safe, fully contained magnets in front and back, so it’s a cinch for little ones to link them together! Plus, the cars easily disconnect to roll around on their own—for double the fun! Set of 6; each measures 4 ½”. **24.95**

**FF854 • SOFT & SAFE COMMUNITY HELPERS**
Introduce little ones to important people in their community—with our soft & safe play figures! The extra-chubby figures are made of super-squeezeable plastic that’s easy to grab & hold...and they stimulate community awareness as children play. Set of 5; each is approximately 7”. **29.95**

**CR190 • PRESS & ROLL CARS**
Little ones will love to send these easy-press vehicles rolling into action—again and again! Set of 4 plastic cars includes a police car, fire engine, cement truck and bulldozer, each with safe, rounded edges, realistic details and movable parts—from a spinning siren to a real-turning cement mixer. Children simply press down on the driver…and watch each car go! Bulldozer measures 7” long. **39.95**

**TD350X • TODDLER TRUCKS**
Safe, toddler-tough trucks built for indoor and outdoor adventures! Each real-rolling truck has working parts, like a movable bed for easy unloading, an adjustable ladder and a bucket that really scoops & lifts! Set of 3; tractor is 9”. **39.95**

- **TD353 • Tractor** 14.95
- **TD352 • Dump Truck** 14.95
- **TD351 • Fire Truck** 14.95
For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.

Manipulatives

**LA840X** • **TODDLER MANIPULATIVE LIBRARY 1**
Our activity-filled library is packed with over 300 big, irresistible plastic shapes for tots to link, slot, stack & more! All 4 manipulative sets listed at right, each in a stackable plastic storage tote. 

- **LA847** • **COLOR DISCOVERY BOXES** Our fun-filled boxes each have 4 objects with exciting textures & bold patterns—all with the same bright color for plenty of reinforcement. Tots reach in to explore a soft blue fish, a squeezable red ball & more! 4 surface-washable, 5” vinyl boxes & 16 accessories. **49.95**
- **LA847** • **Giant Starbuilders** 30 pieces; each is 5”. **39.95**
- **LA848** • **ABC Blocks** 60 blocks; each is 2¼”. **34.95**
- **LA874** • **Motor Links** 72 pieces; each is 3”. **39.95**
- **LA534** • **Slot-Together Animals** 150 pieces; 3”-4½”. **39.95**

- **LA848** • **SHAPES DISCOVERY BOXES** Tots explore shapes one at a time as they open up our boxes…and discover a round cookie, a square gift & more! Each box has 4 items that share the same shape, including 2 everyday objects. Set of 4 surface-washable, 5” vinyl boxes & 16 shapes. **49.95**
- **LA848** • **30 pieces; each is 5”**. **39.95**
- **LA848** • **60 blocks; each is 2¼”**. **34.95**
- **LA874** • **72 pieces; each is 3”**. **39.95**
- **LA534** • **150 pieces; 3”-4½”**. **39.95**

**LA130X** • **TODDLER MANIPULATIVE LIBRARY 2** Toddlers build fine motor skills as they pop together colorful ducks, stack & build with cute fish, twist together chunky shapes & more! All 4 sets listed at right—for a total of over 250 plastic shapes—each in a 14½” x 11¾” x 7½” tote. **159.00**

- **LA756** • **Slot & Build Blocks** 56 pieces; each is 3½”. **44.95**
- **LA751** • **Fish Builders** 60 builders; each is 4¼”. **44.95**
- **LA752** • **Jumbo Nuts & Bolts** 80 pieces; longest is 6¼”. **44.95**
- **LA777** • **Duck Links** 72 pieces; each is 3¼”. **39.95**

**AA388** • **COLOR DISCOVERY BOXES** Our fun-filled boxes each have 4 objects with exciting textures & bold patterns—all with the same bright color for plenty of reinforcement. Tots reach in to explore a soft blue fish, a squeezable red ball & more! 4 surface-washable, 5” vinyl boxes & 16 accessories. **49.95**

**GG487** • **SHAPES DISCOVERY BOXES** Tots explore shapes one at a time as they open up our boxes…and discover a round cookie, a square gift & more! Each box has 4 items that share the same shape, including 2 everyday objects. Set of 4 surface-washable, 5” vinyl boxes & 16 shapes. **49.95**
Materials for Early Head Start Classrooms

**Manipulatives**

**JJ909 • WHAT'S INSIDE? SOFT FEELY BOX**
Little ones can't wait to get their hands inside this adorable box…and find out exactly what's inside! The soft, machine-washable box is packed with 10 different sensory objects for children to feel and explore—like a cute lion with a corduroy coat, a pretty butterfly with crinkly wings, a shiny frog for tots to squeak and more. Plus, the big 4” opening on top makes it extra-easy for tots to reach right in and feel around! Feely box measures 7”.

**39.95**

**LL774 • MY FIRST SORTING BEARS**
This delightful sorting set features 24 extra-chubby bears in 2 different sizes and 4 bright colors…plus 8 corresponding activity cards. Tots just place the bears right on the cards to sort each one by size and color! Large bears measure 2 ¾”.

**29.95**

**HH378 • TOSS & PLAY WASHABLE BEANBAGS**
These super-soft beanbags come in 4 fun shapes, 3 bright colors and 3 stimulating textures! Plus, they’re completely safe and perfectly sized for little hands. Set of 12 machine-washable beanbags; triangles are 3 ⅛”.

**19.95**

**RE148 • STACK & NEST SENSORY TOYS**
With bright colors, bold patterns & fun-to-touch textures, our stackers are sure to stimulate tots! Chunky plastic pieces are easy for children to stack, nest and explore. 3 stacker sets (16 pieces total); largest piece is 4 ⅜”.

**19.95**

**AA931 • GIANT SIGHT & SOUND TUBES**
A fascinating, hands-on way to explore sight & sound! Our see-inside tubes are filled with objects of different colors, weights, shapes & sizes—like feathers, bells and sparkly gems—so tots get lots of fun sensory experiences. 5 durable plastic, 16” tubes, all permanently sealed for safety.

**59.95**

**FB222 • NO-FAIL LACING SET**
Easy to hold and easy to string, our big, bright beads make lacing a cinch! The 20” lace has a giant, kid-safe tip and built-in stopper…and 12 chunky beads feature fun patterns & textures for little ones to explore. Beads measure 2”.

**19.95**
For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.

**Puzzles & Sorters**

**Materials for Early Head Start Classrooms**

**JJ434 • SORT-A-SHAPE ACTIVITY BOARD**  Tots fit 16 big, wooden pieces onto our 7½” board, exploring colors & shapes and developing sorting skills! Toddlers slide the pieces onto matching pegs, enhancing eye/hand coordination & logical thinking as they play.  **19.95**

**TB125 • SIMPLE SHAPES PUZZLE BOARD**  Toddlers fit colorful, jumbo-sized pieces into our super-simple puzzle board, they develop fine motor control and build early matching skills! The 8” hardwood puzzle board comes with 9 easy-grip, raised pieces.  **19.95**

**FF444 • COLOR RINGS SORTING BOARD**  Toddlers get simple, hands-on practice matching colors...as they sort easy-grip rings onto 6 chubby pegs! Sturdy, 6¼” x 8” hardwood board comes with 24 chunky rings—a each of 6 colors.  **19.95**

**EE439 • GIANT KNOB FIRST PUZZLE SET**  These adorable puzzles each feature 4 wooden pieces with giant, easy-grip knobs, so they’re a cinch to grab and fit into place! And with matching illustrations right on the boards, they’re perfect for beginners. Four 9” x 9” puzzles come in a handy storage rack.  **39.95**

**CB346 • STACK & COUNT LEARNING BOARD**  Tots fit 15 wooden pieces onto 5 pegs, and explore numbers & counting, develop fine motor skills and more! The blocks are numbered 1-5, giving tots a fun introduction to one-to-one correspondence. The board measures 11¼”.  **29.95**

**CD349 • GIANT CHUBBY PEGBOARD SET**  Our pegboard set is perfect for small hands! Soft plastic pegboard features 21 chubby pegs—including a see-through peg that rattles—for tots to fit into the wide holes...or even stack on top of each other! Pegboard measures 11” wide.  **19.95**

**BC553 • SEE-INSIDE SORTING BUCKET**  Tots slide 12 shapes into the holes on our see-inside plastic bucket...and watch them fall to the bottom! As little ones play, they explore spatial relationships & build dexterity. Bucket is 7½” tall.  **14.95**

**FF674 • WASHABLE SOFT SORTING CUBE**  Children fit plush shapes into our irresistible, soft-stuffed cube—developing fine motor skills with every match! 6¼” cube is soft and squeezeable...and comes with 5 shape pieces featuring a variety of textures and sounds tots will love to explore. Plus, it’s great for building sensory awareness as little ones sort a rattling triangle, a velvety square and more. Entire set is machine-washable.  **19.95**
Nurture growth in young minds and bodies—with activity-filled boxes that help infants & toddlers reach developmental milestones! Each box targets skills in 1 of 4 key areas with a variety of age-appropriate materials—from lacing rings & feelings bears to a puzzle board & tactile color cards. Plus, each box includes teacher’s guide cards filled with toddler-friendly activities coordinated to the materials—all designed to strengthen muscle control, boost oral language skills, promote social interaction & more! Set of all 4 boxes.  

HH510X • READY-TO-LEARN SKILL BUILDING BOXES - COMPLETE SET  
195.00  
HH511 • Cognitive Memory Skill Building Box  
HH514 • Gross Motor & Fine Motor Skill Building Box  
HH513 • Language Skill Building Box  
HH512 • Social-Emotional Skill Building Box  

HH511  49.95  
HH514  49.95  
HH513  49.95  
HH512  49.95
EE788 • LET’S GO FISHING! PLAYSET
Even beginners can make a catch every time with our no-fail fishing set! It features 10 soft, stuffed cloth fish in lots of vibrant colors, plus a child-safe pole that’s easy for toddlers to hold. Children just stick the pole into the see-inside bowl… and the hook & loop tip sticks right to the fish! The vinyl bowl measures 10”.
29.95

Dramatic Play

FR252 • MY FIRST PIANO
Even the youngest musicians can tap out tunes—with a super-safe keyboard that’s a cinch for little hands to play! The extra-rugged plastic keyboard has 8 chunky, colorful keys that are lightweight & easy to press…plus an accurately tuned, 8-note scale. 15 1/8; with 6 song cards & a carrying handle.
19.95

LL649 • SHOP & PLAY FIRST FOOD SET
Our playset is packed with soft, squeezable food tots will love to shop for! You get tons of food for a balanced breakfast, lunch & dinner, plus healthy snacks. And the pieces come in an 8” vinyl shopping bag tots can fill again & again! With 21 fabric & vinyl food pieces.
29.95

DD658 • SUPER-SAFE MAGNIFIERS
With chunky handles, rounded edges and a safe, shatterproof design, our 6 1/2” magnifiers are perfect for early exploration! Set includes 4 magnifiers, each with a clear acrylic lens that’s permanently encased in a sturdy plastic frame.
19.95

DD657 • SUPER-SAFE COLOR VIEWERS
There’s no better way to explore colors than with super-safe viewers even babies can use! 6 translucent, 6 1/2” viewers are all made of shatterproof acrylic…with extra-chubby, easy-grip plastic handles. The set includes 2 each of 3 colors.
19.95

CF639 • CLICK & POSE FARM ANIMALS
A sheep, a chicken, a cow & more—our lovable farm animals feature movable parts that squeak and click as tots pose them in tons of fun ways! Set includes 6 different plastic animals; horse is 3 1/2”.
14.95

HH674 • PULL & PLAY ANIMAL TRAIN
Our adorable animal train provides hours of sensory exploration—and nonstop fun! From a rattling elephant with a soft textured body to a plush frog with a crinkly belly, tots just snuggle the passengers into the cars…and pull the string to take them for a ride! Machine-washable set includes 4 animals & 4 cars with hook & loop connectors. Animals are 6”.
29.95

For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
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Dramatic Play

**TT560X • SOFT & CUDDLY WASHABLE DOLLS** These cuddly dolls are ideal for little ones! They feature super-soft terry cloth clothing and permanent, sewn-on details, so they’re incredibly soft and totally safe—even for toddlers. The 11” machine-washable dolls come in the four skin tones shown. Set includes all 4 dolls. **55.00**

*Each doll is also available separately.*

- TT562 • White Doll 14.95
- TT563 • Hispanic Doll 14.95
- TT564 • Asian Doll 14.95
- TT561 • Black Doll 14.95

**DD470X • LAKESHORE WASHABLE BABY DOLLS** These darling dolls are super-detailed and incredibly lifelike, yet tough enough for classroom use and machine-washing! 11” dolls have movable arms and legs and squeezably soft bodies…plus interchangeable, hook & loop outfits. Molded vinyl and soft cloth. Complete set includes all 4 dolls shown. **59.95**

*Washable dolls are also available separately below.* Each **16.95**

- DD474 • Washable Hispanic Doll
- DD473 • Washable Asian Doll
- DD472 • Washable White Doll
- DD471 • Washable Black Doll

**DS300X • FEELS REAL BABY DOLLS** Children can’t wait to cradle & care for these remarkably lifelike dolls! 14” multi-ethnic dolls have distinct facial features, plus soft, squeezable bodies and molded heads, arms & legs—so they’re lots of fun to hold & cuddle. Children can even “change” the dolls’ easy-to-fasten diapers! Set includes 4 molded vinyl dolls. **59.95**

*Baby dolls are also available separately below.* Each **16.95**

- DS301 • Black Baby Doll
- DS302 • Asian Baby Doll
- DS303 • White Baby Doll
- DS304 • Hispanic Baby Doll

**FF704 • FEELINGS & EMOTIONS WASHABLE DOLLS** Introduce the concept of feelings and emotions with our adorable soft-sewn dolls! Perfect for circle time or dramatic play, each 12” cloth doll features a permanently stitched expression that helps children recognize the emotions of others and learn to understand their own feelings. Best of all, the multi-ethnic dolls are completely machine-washable! Set includes all 4 dolls shown. **89.95**

*Each doll is also available separately.*

- FF705 • Happy Doll 22.95
- FF706 • Sad Doll 22.95
- FF707 • Angry Doll 22.95
- FF708 • Scared Doll 22.95
**AA321 • TODDLER DRESS-UP CENTER**
Our hardwood dress-up center lets tots help themselves to favorite outfits and accessories—and put them away when they’re done! Toddler-height center has an open “closet” area with 6 safe rounded knobs that keep outfits in easy reach, and 2 handy shelves for shoes, hats and other hard-to-store items. Plus, there’s a full-length, shatterproof mirror built in, so tots can get a head-to-toe look at their costumes! 14 ¾”w x 15”d x 36”h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty. Assembled. 249.00

**TT214 • TODDLER DRESS-UP TRUNK**
Easy to slip on, easy to take off…our terrific dress-ups are made just for toddlers! Each wipe-clean vinyl dress-up has realistic details silkscreened right on, plus hook & loop closures that make it easy for tots to slip into one adventure after the next. Each slip-on outfit comes with a hat and a soft, flexible accessory made just for tots—like a vinyl lasso for the cow-poke & a soft magic wand for the fairy. 12 pieces come in a 20” x 14” x 15” plastic trunk. Fits sizes 18 months to 4T. 89.00

**LL680X • TODDLER CAREER COSTUME SET**
Even little ones can be doctors, firefighters, chefs & more…with realistic costumes designed just for them! Each is made of machine-washable fabric or wipe-clean vinyl…and comes with a hat & accessory—from a stethoscope to an oven mitt. Plus, all 6 outfits have a simple pullover design with hook & loop closures on the side, so tots can dress themselves! Each fits ages 18 months to 3 years. 169.00

**COMFY FURNITURE FOR TODDLERS**
Our toddler-sized furniture is low to the ground, super-comfy…and built to last through years of busy use! Each piece features a sturdy wooden frame & extra-thick foam padding, all covered in wipe-clean vinyl for added durability and easy care. The seat heights are 7¼”. For each item below, please specify color: red or blue.

- **HH625 • Comfy Chair** 23 ¾”w x 17 ½”d x 19 ½”h. 119.00
- **HH623 • Comfy Couch** 34 ¾”w x 17 ½”d x 19 ½”h. 169.00
- **AZ985 • PUSH-BUTTON PLAY PHONE** Our extra-rugged, fun-to-use play phone features buttons that ring as children push them! Plus, the cordless design is super-safe for children. Made of tough plastic; receiver is 8” long. 12.95

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.*
### Dramatic Play

#### BEST-BUY PLAY FOOD ASSORTMENT

From a pizza complete with toppings to nutritious sandwich fixings, our huge assortment of play food is a feast for the imagination! We’ve included lots of deliciously realistic play food for breakfast, lunch, dinner…even snacks and desserts! 100 plastic pieces come in a tub. Each taco measures 4 1/4". 39.95

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LM365</td>
<td>Toddler-Safe Food Basket</td>
<td>24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA323</td>
<td>All-In-One Toddler Kitchen</td>
<td>399.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF304</td>
<td>Toddler-Safe Food Basket</td>
<td>24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA518</td>
<td>Extra Toddler-Tough Chairs - Set of 2</td>
<td>99.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA517</td>
<td>Toddler-Tough Table &amp; Chairs Set</td>
<td>199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA519</td>
<td>Toddler-Tough Table &amp; Chairs Set</td>
<td>199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA519X</td>
<td>Toddler-Hardwood Kitchen Set</td>
<td>379.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J522</td>
<td>Stove</td>
<td>119.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J521</td>
<td>Sink</td>
<td>119.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J523</td>
<td>Refrigerator</td>
<td>149.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA179</td>
<td>Indestructible Kitchen Playset</td>
<td>49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA178</td>
<td>Extra Dishes - Service for 4</td>
<td>14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JJ520X</td>
<td>Toddler-Hardwood Kitchen Set</td>
<td>379.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Materials for Early Head Start Classrooms

- **Wipe-clean laminate top!**

#### TODDLER-TOUGH TABLE & CHAIRS SET

This classroom-tough furniture set is perfect for toddlers—with extra-chubby legs that provide super-stable seating and a smooth laminate tabletop that’s a cinch to wipe clean! The hardwood set includes a 24"w x 16 1/4"h table and 2 tot-sized chairs, all with rounded edges and recessed hardware to keep children safe. Comes assembled. 199.00

#### Extra Toddler-Tough Chairs - Set of 2

Chairs come in green and blue; with 8" seat heights. 99.00

#### INDESTRUCTIBLE KITCHEN PLAYSET

Our kid-sized dishes are made of safe, unbreakable plastic—to last through years of pretend meals! 60-piece set includes 12 place settings, plus an 11 1/2" x 15" molded plastic rack that lets children wash & dry their dishes…and easily store the whole set when they’re done. Dishwasher-safe; in a vinyl tote. 49.95

#### Extra Dishes - Service for 4

Enough dishes & utensils for 4 children. 20 pieces. 14.95
RA319 • BEST BEHAVIOR BOARD BOOK COLLECTION
Simple words and charming illustrations make it easy for even young children to understand the benefits of good behavior—from staying healthy and respecting others to learning positive ways to cope with their feelings! Set includes 6 board books; each book comes complete with helpful tips for parents and caregivers.  **47.50**

RA216 • CLASSIC BOARD BOOK STORY COLLECTION
The perfect introduction to storybooks! We've collected eight classic children's favorites filled with delightful stories & captivating illustrations—all in sturdy board book editions that will last & last. The collection includes well-loved titles like Goodnight Moon, Jamberry & more.  **59.50**

RA324 • MULTICULTURAL BOARD BOOK COLLECTION
Even young children can explore the diverse world around them...with our engaging board book collection! As little ones flip through the sturdy pages, they discover that children are the same all over the world, whether they're from Alaska, South Africa—or somewhere in between. Set of 8 books.  **59.50**

RA108 • EASY-PAGE TURNER BOARD BOOK COLLECTION
Our irresistible board books feature simple text and sturdy, tabbed pages that are super-easy for tots to turn! You get a set of 6 books with delightful photo illustrations that depict everything from shapes and colors to animals, trucks and more.  **29.95**

JJ158 • TODDLER ALPHABET DISCOVERY BOXES
What better way to discover the alphabet than with fun-filled boxes tots will love to explore! Each 3”, wipe-clean vinyl box has big, bold letters, super-bright colors & adorable images for each letter sound...and when tots open them up, they find a fun, matching manipulative hidden inside! You get 26 boxes in a handy tote; the manipulatives are made of soft, toddler-safe vinyl.  **129.00**

RK267 • SPANISH/ENGLISH BOARD BOOK COLLECTION
Children build beginning reading skills as they explore essential classroom themes—with handy board books written in both English and Spanish! 8 durable board books feature numbers, animals, colors and more...all with simple, kid-pleasing illustrations that provide helpful visual clues. Collection includes 8 board books.  **54.95**

TS428 • TOUCH & FEEL DISCOVERY BOOKS
Bumpy, rough, soft, smooth and even sticky—these cute board books are filled with textures little ones will love to touch and explore! Plus, each book features bold photographs, bright colors, super-simple text and sturdy pages. Collection includes 6 board books.  **39.95**
Early Literacy

JJ809 • TOUCH & LEARN PICTURE CARD BANK  Our cards are full of exciting textures to stimulate curious tots! Each card has a fun-to-touch, labeled picture on front—like a silky dress and a bumpy crab—plus questions & prompts on back to build language skills as tots feel and explore. Set of 50 cards in 5 categories; each is 4½" x 5¾".  49.95

SOFT & WASHABLE ACTIVITY BOOKS  With flaps to lift, laces to tie, fish to count and so much more, our soft-sewn books are bursting with surprises! Just unzip each book to reveal 8-10 interactive pages with simple text and colorful illustrations covering everything from shapes to counting. Plus, each book is machine-washable—and features handles for easy toting! The books measure 8½" x 12".

QT732 • Quiet Time Soft & Washable Activity Book  24.95
QT731 • Count and Play Soft & Washable Activity Book  24.95

GROUP TIME LEARNING CENTER  Provide daily practice with colors, counting, vocabulary and more—with skill-building activities that promote language development and cognitive growth! Designed for circle time, our freestanding center is packed with developmentally appropriate activities selected just for toddlers. You get 20 photo-word cards to boost vocabulary, 10 mood cards that explore emotions...even a safe, shatterproof mirror, so tots can see their own expressions! The center also encourages hands-on exploration...with over 30 fun-to-touch, stick-on manipulatives—from counting frogs to soft felt pieces that invite children to sing their favorite songs! The center is 26" x 30".  69.95

RE480X • BOARD BOOK THEME LIBRARIES - COMPLETE SET  From farms to families, our inviting libraries introduce toddlers to basic early childhood themes—at just the right level! Each library includes 5 sturdy board books specially selected to reinforce each theme...with simple text, playful verses & eye-catching graphics that are sure to make the books instant favorites with little ones! Set of 6 libraries (total of 30 books).  189.00
RE481 • Me & My Family  37.50
RE482 • On the Farm  31.50
RE483 • Nursery Rhymes  24.50
RE484 • Colors & Shapes  30.50
RE485 • Ocean Animals  30.50
RE486 • Things That Go  35.50
**DD219 • TODDLER PAINTING CENTER FOR 4**
With painting areas on all 4 sides, our easel lets up to 4 children paint at once—indoors or out! Just clip on some paper, or let children paint right on the wipe-clean surfaces. The center includes 4 supply trays, 16 easel clips & 2 sturdy dowels for hanging art to dry. 30"w x 30"d x 42"h. Easy assembly. **239.00**

**LC675 • LAKE SHORE WALL-MOUNTED DRYING RACK**
Space-saving rack lets artwork dry flat—without drips & runs! Metal rack mounts to the wall with drywall screws & anchors, saving floor space and keeping artwork out of the way. 15 sturdy shelves hold paper up to 18" x 24". 20½"w x 17"d x 19"h. **99.00**

**LC323 • TODDLER VINYL PAINT SMOCK - BLUE**
Protect toddlers’ clothes during their messiest activities! Our wipe-clean, waterproof smock is made of extra-rugged vinyl to stand up to years of use. It even features a simple closure that tots can fasten all by themselves and a handy design that covers them from front to back! **5.95**

**AA340 • WASHABLE FINGERPAINT - 1 PINT**
Now little artists can get as messy as they want—with fun-to-use fingerpaint that’s completely washable! Our vibrant fingerpaint has a smooth, glossy texture that spreads easily and won’t crack when dried. Plus, it washes right off children’s skin and clothes! Please specify color: turquoise, red, yellow, black, blue, violet, green, white, brown or orange. **2.99**

**AA342 • WASHABLE FINGERPAINT ASSORTMENT**
Set of ten 1-pint bottles in 10 colors. (Shown.) **28.50**

For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
CONSTRUCTION PAPER
Heavy-duty, 60-lb. stock construction paper comes in your choice of two sizes and 25 colors. You get 50 sheets per package. Please specify your color choice from the list below.

TA50 • Construction Paper - 9" x 12"
Package of 50 sheets; each measures 9" x 12".  
TA60X • Construction Paper - 9" x 12" Case
Case of 50 packages; must all be the same color.  
TA51 • Construction Paper - 12" x 18"
Package of 50 sheets; each measures 12" x 18".  
TA61X • Construction Paper - 12" x 18" Case
Case of 25 packages; must all be the same color.

CONSTRUCTION PAPER COLORS
- black
- white
- gray
- light brown
- brown
- dark brown
- pink
- lilac
- violet
- red
- magenta
- scarlet
- holiday red
- red-orange
- orange
- yellow
- light green
- medium green
- bright green
- dark green
- holiday green
- blue-green
- blue
- sky blue
- dark blue
- assorted

BM536 • BUTCHER PAPER HOLDER/CUTTER  Industrial-strength metal rack has a safe cutting edge & holds a 36"-wide roll on the floor or on a tabletop. 38"w x 63⁄4"d x 81⁄2"h. Easy assembly.  
LX9990 • WHITE BUTCHER PAPER ROLL
1,000 ft. of strong, 40-lb. paper. Measures 36" wide.

BS500 • JUMBO WASHABLE WATERCOLOR SET
These giant blocks of watercolor totally wash from hands and clothes! And the big color blocks are super-easy to work with, so they’re particularly good for younger children. 4 watercolors in an 8 ½” tray; with a paintbrush.

TA5316 • FINGERPAINT PAPER
Huge, 16" x 22" sheets feature smoothly glazed surfaces for finger painting. You get 100 sheets; 60-lb. basis weight.

TA5314 • WATERCOLOR PAPER
Our heavy, textured paper is perfect for watercolors! 200 uncoated sheets in 5 tablets; 9" x 12" each.

DRAWING PAPER
Thick, 50-lb. paper is perfect for use with markers, crayons, chalk and paint. Each pack below contains 500 sheets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper Size</th>
<th>White Drawing Paper</th>
<th>Manila Drawing Paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9&quot; x 12&quot;</td>
<td>TA4409  9.50</td>
<td>TA4109  7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12&quot; x 18&quot;</td>
<td>TA4412  17.50</td>
<td>TA4112  14.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AX20 • LAKESHORE DOUGH ASSORTMENT SET 1
Here’s nontoxic, pleasant-smelling dough in six super-bright colors! The lidded, 3-pound plastic tubs keep dough fresh and pliable. Assortment pack includes 6 tubs of dough in the 6 colors shown above. Each tub is also available separately.

Each 8.95
AX2 • Red
AX6 • Green
AX4 • Blue
AX6 • Yellow
AX16 • Purple
AX14 • Orange

AX30 • LAKESHORE DOUGH ASSORTMENT SET 2
Add even more color to dough creations with our vibrant collection of 6 appealing shades! Each comes in a lidded, 3-pound tub to keep dough fresh. 6 tubs of nontoxic dough in the 6 colors shown. Each tub is also available separately.

Each 8.95
AX9 • Pink
AX10 • Turquoise
AX11 • White
AX12 • Lilac
AX7 • Lime
AX3 • Black

LA278 • UPPERCASE ALPHABET & NUMBER DOUGH STAMPERS
Our easy-grip stampers put the entire alphabet and numbers 0-9 at children’s fingertips...so they can practice letters & numbers as they create with dough or clay! 36 nonstick plastic stampers have numbers & uppercase letters clearly printed on each one. With 4” handles. Set easily stores in our GG952 stand below.

29.95
GG952 • 36-Stamper Stand
Keep all 36 of our stampers above neat, organized & right within reach! Hardwood & acrylic; 19” wide. (Not shown.) 24.95

LA532 • LOWERCASE ALPHABET DOUGH STAMPERS
Stamp out perfect letters with our nonstick, lowercase stampers! 26 stampers have matching letters printed on top...with impressions that are scaled to our uppercase stampers at left for easy word building! Handles are 4”. Set stores in our GG953 stand below.

24.95
GG953 • 26-Stamper Stand
14” hardwood and acrylic stand holds all 26 of our stampers above. (Not shown.) 19.95

LA712 • GIANT WASHABLE COLOR INK PADS SET 1
What could be more fun than stamping impressions with our giant-sized ink pads—they’re big enough for apples, leaves, even kid-sized handprints! Jumbo pads hold lots of vivid color, and the ink is fully washable for easy cleanup! Set of 5 stamp pads in the 5 colors shown.

22.95
LA768 • Giant Washable Color Ink Pad
Each ink pad measures a big 6” in diameter. Please specify color choice: orange, purple, blue, red or green. Each 4.95

AA103 • GIANT WASHABLE COLOR INK PADS SET 2
Five more brilliant, kid-pleasing colors...that are completely washable for convenient classroom use! Our second set of jumbo-sized ink pads consists of the 5 super-bright colors shown; each stamp pad measures a big 6” in diameter.

22.95
AA176 • Giant Washable Color Ink Pad
Jumbo washable ink pad is 6” in diameter. Please specify color choice: teal, yellow, lime, aqua or pink. Each 4.95

For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
Active Play

**LA987 • STAY-DRY WATER PLAY SMOCK**
Slip-on smock is vinyl. Each 8.95

**JJ511 • TODDLER SAND & WATER TABLE**
There’s no end to the fun tots can have with our spacious sand & water table! Made of all-weather plastic, our rugged, school-quality table features rounded edges to keep toddlers safe as they play, a plug for easy draining & a lightweight plastic liner that lifts right out for cleaning. There’s even a handy top to cover the table when it’s not in use! 46¼”w x 22”d x 18”h. Easy assembly. (Shown.) 239.00

**JJ514 • TODDLER TWO-STATION SAND & WATER TABLE**
Just like our table above, only with 2 roomy tubs. Includes a top; 46¼”w x 22”d x 18”h. Easy assembly. 249.00

**TT447 • HEAVY-DUTY SAND TOOLS SET**
All the tools children need to scoop, sift, dig and more! Our classroom-tough sand tools set includes 6 each of a scoop, shovel, rake, sieve and bucket…and the pieces are all made of thick, heavy-duty plastic that will stand up to years of rugged sand play. You get a total of 30 sand tools; buckets measure 6¾” high. 49.95

**VS318 • Clean Sand - 25-Lb. Box**
Our clean, 100% natural white sand is low on dust—perfect for use with our activity tubs or any classroom sand table. 21.95

**EG430 • SAND & WATER ACTIVITY TUBS - SET OF 4**
Create sand and water centers practically anywhere! Our rugged, lightweight plastic tubs are a breeze to lift, carry, load and empty. Each holds up to 10 gallons and measures 27½” x 19½” x 6” high. Set of 4 tubs in 4 colors. 59.95

**LA987 • STAY-DRY WATER PLAY SMOCK**
Slip-on smock is vinyl. Each 8.95

**LA987 • STAY-DRY WATER PLAY SMOCK**
Slip-on smock is vinyl. Each 8.95
Active Play

For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.

**Active Play**

Each colorful ring is large enough for 2 children to grasp at once.

**RR748 • HOLD-A-RING WALKING ROPE**
Perfect for field trips or just walking down the hall, our ingenious walking rope makes it easy to travel with the whole class! 10 colorful rings are made of soft, stuffed vinyl that’s easy for children to hold and a cinch to wipe clean. Plus, each extra-sturdy ring is big enough for 2 children to grasp—so you can walk with up to 20 children at a time! The 15-foot rope comes in a tote.

24.95

**FF784 • TODDLER-SAFE BASKETBALL HOOP**
Now toddlers can join in the fun…with a basketball hoop made just for them! Our hoop is a big 14” across & only 24” high—so even little ones can shoot & score. Plus, the padded rim & tip-resistant metal base keep tots safe as they play! Removable net is machine-washable. Comes assembled. Ball sold sep.

79.95

**ZF14 • Mini Basketball**
Rubber; 7” diam.

9.95

**DIFFERENT PULL TOYS**

Little ones love taking these charming animals for a “walk” around the room! Toddlers just pull the string to make the frog hop and the puppy wiggle as they roll along. Each toy is crafted from solid wood and measures 7” long.

**AG478 • Frolicking Frog**
19.95

**AG479 • Playful Puppy**
19.95

**ROLL-ALONG PULL TOYS**

**WA108 • Flapping Duck**
Measures 20” tall.

19.95

**WA107 • Flapping Penguin**
Measures 20” tall.

19.95

**WALK-ALONG PUSH TOYS**

Toddlers really get moving as they push along a lovable penguin and a waddling duck! Our classic-style push toys are constructed of solid wood, featuring engaging sounds and movements tots are sure to love.

**EA406 • EASY-RIDE STROLLER FOR 4**
Classroom outings are easier than ever…with a heavy-duty stroller that fits 4 children at once! Our rugged stroller has 4 comfy seats that each recline for napping on the go, 2 shade canopies and 2 roomy storage baskets to hold tons of gear. Plus, it’s built for safety—with 5-point harnesses, an automatic hand brake & a foot brake. Best of all, the 32”w x 47”d x 42”h stroller fits through standard doorways! Folds for storage; holds children who weigh up to 40 pounds. Easy assembly.

499.00
active play

dd324 • washable sensory balls

tots touch, toss & squeeze our soft-sewn balls...and build sensory awareness as they play! the balls have lots of fun textures, super-bright colors...plus jingling bells, soft crinkles, rattling beads and more. best of all, the balls are fully machine-washable, so they’re ideal for busy classrooms. set includes 6 balls; largest measures 8”. 29.95

la158 • easy-ride scooter trike (1-3 years)

here’s a scoot-along trike made just for young riders! our super-stable trike features a special, child-safe design—with an angled back that keeps little ones from climbing or standing on top. plus, it has a low 9 1⁄2” seat, so children can hop right on all by themselves. and since the trike is pedal-free, children never need to worry about catching their feet! trike is 23 1⁄2” long. guaranteed for 5 years. simple assembly. 149.00

la153 • easy-ride first trike (1-3 years)

even tiny tots can cruise around on this trike! scaled just for toddlers, it has a low 11” seat and easy-push pedals...plus a special design that allows it to be used as a “scoot-along” by children who aren’t ready for pedaling. trike is 23 ½” long. guaranteed for 5 years. simple assembly. 169.00

la245 • lakeshore play tunnel

fabric cover is made of extra-tough nylon for superior durability. stretches to 6’ long; 19” in diameter. 49.95

la244 • lakeshore giant play tunnel

durable nylon tunnel stretches to a big 9’ long and measures 22” in diameter. 89.95

la243 • lakeshore super-size play tunnel

our roomy nylon tunnel is a giant 28” in diameter & 9’ long. 119.95

ff597 • giant pipe builders

perfect for large-scale structures, our jumbo-sized pipes let children get physically active as they build colossal constructions! plus, the rugged plastic design makes the builders great for outdoor use. 24 easy-grip, 12” pipes and 16 connectors in 4 shapes—for endless building possibilities. 69.95

cs416 • x-small toddler safety helmet

made of extra-dense styrene with a tough, protective coating, our helmets are lightweight and impact-resistant. plus, adjustable straps and super-soft padding ensure a comfortable fit. the helmets meet ansi and astm safety standards. head circumference 18”-19½”. 16.95
For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.

**Music & Movement**

**DR. JEAN’S CLASSICS**
Renowned educator Dr. Jean combines music and learning in an incredibly engaging way—for a fun-filled experience that children are sure to enjoy! Choose from 3 skill-building CDs listed below.

- WR202D • Dr. Jean & Friends 16.99
- WR241D • Happy Everything! 2-disc set. 29.99
- WR203D • Sing to Learn 16.99

**BEST OF GREG & STEVE CDS**
Children do the “Barnyard Boogie,” the “Tummy Tango” and more—with these terrific CDs filled with lively songs and movement activities! Designed to help children build coordination, muscle control, balance & more. Choose from 2 CDs listed below.

- YH8D • Kids in Motion 14.99
- GC113D • Shake, Rattle & Rock 14.99

**Materials for Early Head Start Classrooms**

**TB317 • HEAVY-DUTY TAMBOURINES - SET OF 4**
Tapping out catchy rhythms is a cinch—with top-quality tambourines made just for children! Each one features an extra-chunky plastic handle that’s easy for children to grip, plus 4 pairs of built-in metal cymbals—all permanently encased for added safety & durability. 4 tambourines in 4 bright colors; each is 6 1/2” wide. **39.95**

**FR252 • MY FIRST PIANO**
Even the youngest musicians can tap out tunes—with a super-safe keyboard that’s a cinch for little hands to play! The extra-rugged plastic keyboard has 8 chunky, colorful keys that are lightweight & easy to press…plus an accurately tuned, 8-note scale. 15 1/4”; with 6 song cards & a carrying handle. **19.95**

**FF749 • MY FIRST MARACAS**
Give tots an early introduction to rhythm & music—with super-soft maracas designed just for them! 4 machine-washable, 7 1/4” maracas come in 4 colorful designs, each with a chunky handle that’s easy for small hands to grip. **19.95**

**FR760DX • MULTICULTURAL MUSIC CD LIBRARY**
Celebrate diversity with a rich variety of multicultural music children are sure to love! Our incredible library features lively dances, beautiful rhythms and fun-to-sing songs—all designed to teach tolerance & respect for others. You get all 5 CDs shown. **76.95**

**AR425 • MINI RAINSHAKERS**
Little ones can rattle & shake our mini rainsticks…or turn them over to watch colorful beads “rain” down! Each chunky shaker is just the right size for little hands, and they’re permanently sealed to keep tots safe. Set of 6; each is 3 1/2”. **24.95**
**LAKESHORE CLASSROOM CD & CASSETTE PLAYERS**

Durable, versatile & easy to use, our heavy-duty players are loaded with the features teachers use most—from super-simple controls & an easy-to-read digital display to both ¼” and ⅛” jacks that fit all standard-size headphones! Each unit has an AM/FM radio, a programmable CD player, and a single or dual cassette deck with recording capabilities. There’s even a built-in microphone, a handy mute button and an auxiliary jack that lets you play directly from your MP3 player. Best of all, each unit has an extra-tough plastic design that’s lightweight, portable…and built to stand up to daily classroom use! The 18 ⅞” units plug into the wall or use 8 “D” batteries (not included).

- **EE493 • Classroom CD & Single Cassette Player**
  - Convenient unit lets you record from CD to cassette.
  - 169.00

- **EE494 • Classroom CD & Dual Cassette Player**
  - Record from CD to cassette…or from one cassette to another.
  - 189.00

---

**TT681 • ACTIVITY SCARVES**

Add excitement to music & movement activities—with bright nylon scarves that are lots of fun to wave, toss, twirl and more! You get a set of 12 scarves in 6 colors; each scarf is 18” square.

- **WC843 • Musical Scarves Activity CD**
  - This playful collection has 14 fun songs and creative activities specially selected for use with activity scarves. With lyrics.
  - 15.95

- **DD127 • LAKESHORE WRIST RIBBONS - SET OF 12**
  - Our stretchy satin ribbons slide right onto children’s wrists—keeping their hands free to dance, wave, clap and more! 12 ribbons include 2 each of 6 bright colors; the machine-washable ribbons measure 15 ⅜” long.
  - 19.95

- **FT539D • FIVE LITTLE MONKEYS CD**
  - This classic CD is a great way to inspire young imaginations and reinforce essential skills! As children participate in these fun activities & songs like “Five Little Monkeys” and “Bumpin’ Up and Down,” they develop listening skills, build vocabulary, explore rhythm & movement, and much more!
  - 15.99

- **KM132 • Multicultural Rhythm Stick Fun CD**
  - 23 rhythmic songs explore coordination and introduce rhythms from all over the world. With lyrics.
  - 15.95

- **RA478 • TODDLER RHYTHM BAND SET**
  - Easy to hold and a cinch to play, our no-fail rhythm band is perfect for beginners! Our durable plastic, toddler-safe set features enough super-shakable instruments for up to 12 children to play at once. Plus, each instrument has an easy-grip design, so they’re a breeze for little hands to rattle and shake! Maracas measure 6” long.
  - 39.95
For an explanation of Lakeshore's "Safety Key," see the table of contents.

**COMFY CLASSROOM CARPETs**  These extra-plush carpets are made of thick, soil-resistant synthetic fiber that's incredibly cozy—yet rugged enough to withstand the toughest classroom use. The carpets come in a variety of sizes, so it's easy to provide comfortable seating anywhere in the classroom. Best of all, the carpets feature rich, inviting colors that resist fading year after year...with a sturdy, flexible backing that provides superior support—so carpets lie flat. Carpets meet a Class II rating of NFPA 253 and the fire-resistance standards of the Uniform Building Code. Guaranteed for 10 years. See chart to order rectangular or round carpets in your choice of 4 colors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>4' x 6'</th>
<th>6' x 9'</th>
<th>9' x 12'</th>
<th>6'</th>
<th>9'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charcoal</td>
<td>LC142</td>
<td>LC141</td>
<td>LC140</td>
<td>LC116</td>
<td>LC102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest Green</td>
<td>LC112</td>
<td>LC121</td>
<td>LC110</td>
<td>LC115</td>
<td>LC101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy Blue</td>
<td>LC162</td>
<td>LC161</td>
<td>LC160</td>
<td>LC118</td>
<td>LC109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plum</td>
<td>LC152</td>
<td>LC151</td>
<td>LC150</td>
<td>LC117</td>
<td>LC103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Carpet price includes free shipping.*

**LAKESHORE KIDS™ CLASSROOM CARPETs** Create an inviting learning space in your classroom...with comfy, plush carpets featuring the adorable Lakeshore Kids™! With a large open space in the center and school-themed images like crayons & blocks along the border, our kid-pleasing carpets offer children a comfortable place to relax, read and learn. The durable nylon carpets are soil-resistant, with heavy-duty binding to endure years of classroom use. Our carpets meet a Class I rating of NFPA 253 and the fire-resistance standards of the Uniform Building Code. Each carpet comes complete with a guide filled with engaging activities. Guaranteed for 10 years.

HH366 • Lakeshore Kids™ Carpet - 6' x 9'  279.00
HH367 • Lakeshore Kids™ Carpet - 9' x 12'  469.00

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.*
A PLACE FOR EVERYONE CIRCLE TIME CARPETS
Ideal for games, group activities, circle time and more, our super-versatile oval carpets are a perfect fit in any classroom! Each carpet features an extra-large seating or play area in the middle, plus colorful spaces around the edge for organized seating. Carpets meet a Class I rating of NFPA 253 & the fire-resistance standards of the UBC. Guaranteed for 10 years.

**GG148 • Circle Time Carpet for 10**  Features 10 extra-roomy seating spaces.  6 ft. x 9 ft.  **249.00**

**TT904 • Circle Time Carpet for 20**  Rugged carpet has 20 seating spaces.  9 ft. x 12 ft.  (Shown.)  **399.00**

A PLACE FOR EVERYONE CLASSROOM CARPETS
These bright and inviting carpets feature big, bold, extra-roomy squares that give each child their very own space to sit and play! Plus, the color-coded rows make it incredibly easy to divide the class into small groups. Classroom-tough carpets meet a Class I rating of NFPA 253 and the fire-resistance standards of the Uniform Building Code. Guaranteed for 10 years.

**TT483 • Classroom Carpet for 20**  20 squares provide organized seating for up to 20 children.  8 ft. x 9 ft.  **349.00**

**LA952 • Classroom Carpet for 30**  30 squares seat up to 30 children.  Measures 9 ft. x 12 ft.  (Shown.)  **469.00**
Our cozy carpets are sized just right for small classroom spaces!

CARPETS FOR SMALL PLACES
These delightful carpets are just the right size for small-group activities, classroom centers or even independent play! Each cozy carpet features bright, colorful graphics that won’t run or fade…plus a soft, comfortable design that offers a super-inviting space to sit, play and explore. Our 39” x 60” carpets are made of rugged, soil-resistant nylon…and feature super-tough, heavy-duty binding that stands up to years of busy classroom use.

SMALL SPACES THEME CARPETS
Bring children’s favorite themes to life—with whimsical carpets made just for small spaces! Each incredibly durable carpet has a soft surface that’s extra-cozy…and our carpets are made of vibrant, soil-resistant nylon that won’t fade—with high-quality construction that lasts through years of busy use. 39” x 60” carpets meet a Class I rating of NFPA 253 and the fire-resistance standards of the Uniform Building Code. Guaranteed for 10 years.

HH679 • On the Farm Carpet 99.00
HH678 • In the Ocean Carpet 99.00
HH677 • In the Garden Carpet 99.00

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
## Tables & Chairs

### ROUND TABLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tabletop</th>
<th>16&quot; High</th>
<th>18&quot; High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42&quot; Diam.</td>
<td>JJ752 219.00</td>
<td>JJ753 229.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48&quot; Diam.</td>
<td>JJ756 269.00</td>
<td>JJ757 279.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RECTANGULAR TABLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tabletop</th>
<th>16&quot; High</th>
<th>18&quot; High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24&quot; x 36&quot;</td>
<td>JJ769 169.00</td>
<td>JJ770 179.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24&quot; x 48&quot;</td>
<td>JJ773 189.00</td>
<td>JJ774 199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30&quot; x 60&quot;</td>
<td>JJ789 229.00</td>
<td>JJ790 239.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30&quot; x 72&quot;</td>
<td>JJ748 269.00</td>
<td>JJ749 279.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BIRCH CLASSROOM TABLES

Beautifully crafted from top-quality birch, our rugged, child-friendly tables are perfect for the classroom! Each table features rounded corners, eased edges and extra-stable construction. Plus, the thick 3/4" tabletops have a smooth, wipe-clean laminate finish for quick & easy cleanup—even crayon streaks wipe right off! Choose from round and rectangular tables above & at right. **GREENGUARD® Certified.** Lifetime warranty. Easy assembly.

### ROUND TUFF STUFF™ ADJUSTABLE TABLES

These sturdy tables have wipe-clean laminate tops, thick vinyl edge-bands & adjustable steel legs with nylon tips to protect floors. Low tables adjust from 15" to 24". Lifetime warranty. Specify color: sky blue, mauve or green. Easy assembly.

| CN511 | Low 42" Round Table | 219.00 |
| CN512 | Low 48" Round Table | 249.00 |

### RECTANGULAR TUFF STUFF™ ADJUSTABLE TABLES

Our industrial-strength tables feature durable, wipe-clean laminate tops with rounded corners and thick vinyl edging, plus adjustable steel legs with nylon tips that won’t rust or scratch floors. And the rugged tables take only moments to assemble! Low tables adjust from 15" to 24". Lifetime warranty. Please specify color: sky blue, mauve or green. Easy assembly.

| CN531 | Low 30" x 36" Table | 179.00 |
| CN532 | Low 30" x 48" Table | 199.00 |
| CN533 | Low 30" x 60" Table | 209.00 |
| CN534 | Low 30" x 72" Table | 239.00 |

### TUFF STUFF™ CHAIRS

Designed for maximum comfort and durability, our stackable Tuff Stuff chairs seat children & adults in a wide range of sizes. Solid polypropylene seats are ergonomically contoured...and the rugged steel frames are super-sturdy, with nylon leg tips that won’t rust or scratch floors. Lifetime warranty. Please specify color: sky blue, mauve or green. Comes assembled!

| CN208 | 7 1/2" Tuff Stuff™ Chair | 39.95 |
| CN209 | 9 1/2" Tuff Stuff™ Chair | 42.95 |
| CN217 | 17 1/4" Teacher’s Tuff Stuff™ Chair | 59.95 |
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**Tables & Chairs**

**BIRCH CLASSROOM CHAIRS**

Our premium-quality chairs give everyone in the class comfyl seating that’s built to last! Each chair is made of rugged hardwood, with smooth, rounded edges to keep children safe. They also have securely braced bottoms & contoured seats, plus a built-in handle that makes them super-easy to move & carry. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair Type</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7 ½&quot; Chair</td>
<td>JJ320</td>
<td>49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 ½&quot; Chair</td>
<td>JJ321</td>
<td>54.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 ¼&quot; Chair</td>
<td>JJ322</td>
<td>59.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 ¼&quot; Teacher’s Chair</td>
<td>JJ325</td>
<td>79.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TODDLER CLASSROOM TABLES**

Our classroom tables are incredibly safe, sturdy—and sized just for tots! The adjustable tables have thick, wipe-clean laminate tabletops & smooth vinyl edgebands for extra safety & durability. Plus, the sturdy steel legs have tough, protective nylon tips. Tables adjust from 12" to 18" high. Lifetime warranty. Easy assembly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table Type</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36&quot; Round Toddler Table</td>
<td>AA261</td>
<td>179.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42&quot; Round Toddler Table</td>
<td>AA262</td>
<td>219.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30&quot; x 36&quot; Rectangular Toddler Table</td>
<td>AA263</td>
<td>179.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30&quot; x 48&quot; Rectangular Toddler Table</td>
<td>AA264</td>
<td>199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30&quot; x 60&quot; Rectangular Toddler Table</td>
<td>AA265</td>
<td>209.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**JUST-MY-SIZE TODDLER STACKING CHAIRS**

Now little ones can sit comfortably and safely—with sturdy stacking chairs designed just for toddlers! The tough polypropylene seats are ergonomically designed to allow tots to sit with their backs flush against the chair & their knees at a 90° angle. Plus, the securely braced, all-steel frames & nylon tips keep chairs super-stable. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled. For help matching chair sizes to tables, see page 92.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Chair Height</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DG506</td>
<td>6&quot; Chair</td>
<td>38.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG508</td>
<td>7 ½&quot; Chair</td>
<td>39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE504</td>
<td>9⅜&quot; Chair</td>
<td>38.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE505</td>
<td>11 ¼&quot; Chair</td>
<td>39.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Heavy-Duty**

Comes in natural.

**Kids Colors™**

Specify: yellow, red, teal or blue.

---

For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
**Teacher Resources**

**LC936 • CHILDREN OF THE WORLD POSTER PACK**  
Our beautifully photographed posters of children around the world make it easy to discuss the importance of cultural diversity. 20 striking portraits include children from Ecuador to Ireland. With a guide; each is 11" x 16".  

**LC1456 • FAMILIES POSTER PACK**  
From single parents to multigenerational households, our color posters give children a look at all kinds of families! 20 posters feature photos of families from a variety of ethnic backgrounds... plus a guide with activities. 11" x 16".  

**JJ357 • DIFFERING ABILITIES POSTER PACK**  
Our big, full-color posters feature positive portrayals of people with differing abilities—from a boy in a wheelchair playing tennis to a blind girl reading in Braille. Set of 18 posters, plus a guide. Posters are 11" x 16".  

**HH641 • BABY’S DAY MAGNETIC CHARTS - SET OF 12**  
Track babies’ activities for the entire day—with magnetic charts you can use again & again! Each 5" x 10" write & wipe chart sticks to any magnetic surface...and has preprinted spaces to record information about one child—including meals, diaper changes, nap-times, medications & special notes. We’ve also included a guide with a reproducible version of the chart, so you can send home a permanent record! Set of 12.  

**PH345 • MAGNETIC WRITE & WIPE BOARD - 18" x 24"**  
Hang on the wall, or use the detachable easel back for tabletop display.  

**DD105 • Write & Wipe Markers**  
△CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
4 black, dry-erase markers.  

**AW32 • CLASSROOM BULLETIN BOARD - 34" x 48"**  
Aluminum-frame corkboard; with hangers.  

**KX23 • 24" x 36" FLANNEL BOARD**  
Featuring durable, high-nap flannel surfaces, aluminum frames and hangers for mounting.  

---

Order by phone (800) 778-4456 • Order by fax (800) 537-5403 • Order online www.lakeshorelearning.com
For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
What can Lakeshore do for you? You name it!

Our Guarantee
“We unconditionally guarantee every item. If you are unhappy with any item for any reason, return it to us for a full refund or exchange. Your satisfaction is our number one priority!” -Bo Kaplan, President & CEO

Exclusive Products
We offer thousands of exclusive products, many of them created right here by our on-site product developers. The products are all classroom-tested and designed specifically to meet the needs of teachers and children.

Customized Learning Solutions
We offer customized learning solutions for preschool through elementary grades and beyond! Whether you want to customize items for a specific program or create specialized materials that support your entire curriculum, we can supply exactly what you need!

Value Pricing
We're committed to bringing you affordable learning materials at everyday low prices…without compromising our high standards of quality.

Availability & Delivery
Pick any product…we guarantee it will be in stock for immediate delivery at least 99% of the time. Talk about service! Your order will be on its way to you within 2 business days from the time we receive it.

Customer Service
We work hard to keep you 100% happy by handling situations before they become problems. If anything we send is damaged, lost, or left out of your order, we'll replace it immediately. Just note any inconsistencies on the freight bill prior to signing.
We unconditionally guarantee every item! Call us at (800) 428-4414, Mon.-Fri., 6 a.m. to 6 p.m., PST.

Great Online Resources
Our convenient website features classroom planners, product correlations, special offers, and our Classroom Designer…a Lakeshore exclusive!

Questions?
If you have any questions or need additional catalogs, please contact your Regional Sales Manager at (800) 421-5354.